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"In Dad is Fat, stand-up comedian Jim Gaffigan, who's best known for his legendary riffs on Hot Pockets, bacon, manatees, and McDonald's,
expresses all the joys and horrors of life with five young children--everything from cousins ("celebrities for little kids") to toddlers'
communication skills ("they always sound like they have traveled by horseback for hours to deliver important news"), to the eating habits of
four year olds ("there is no difference between a four year old eating a taco and throwing a taco on the floor"). Reminiscent of Bill Cosby's
Fatherhood, Dad is Fat is sharply observed, explosively funny, and a cry for help from a man who has realized he and his wife are
outnumbered in their own home"-"Who is your biggest fan and hero of your world? You know the answer would be your Dad! The story explores a boy's bond with his dad and
his incredible super powers. X-ray vision, mind reading, bilocation, extraordinary diversionary and fixing skills, Dad has it all. Dad can say
"Monsters...BE GONE," and they are gone forever. He is not just his hero. Dad means the world to that little boy."--amazon.com.
Iron Man, Spider-Man, Captain America-and your dad. What do they have in common? They are all superheroes! Create a unique keepsake
book for your dad by writing and drawing about all the things that make him as heroic as the Marvel superheroes.
Of all the children that ever could be, You are the one made just for me. From a child's first uttered "Dada" to his or her first unsteady steps,
nothing can adequately convey the joy and awe of watching the birth and growth of a new child. Now releasing as a board book filled with
adorable illustrations and the refrain, "You are the one made just for me," Made for Me is a winning presentation of tender moments that tie a
father and his new child together—forever.
? Are you looking for a unique, thoughtful and customizable gift for the kids to give to their Dad during his Special Day ? ? Whether you're
planning ahead of time or endlessly browsing for a last minute gift.. Look no further ? ! This Awesome book is waiting to be filled with you and
your kids' own words, drawings and even pictures and stickers ? This is the perfect gift to show Dad love and appreciation ? These simple
and sweet prompts will make filling out this book easy and fun : My Dad is special because _____________ My Dad makes me laugh when
_______________ My favorite thing about my Dad _____________ And many more.... Pages have enough space for : ?? Writing down any
thoughts. ?? Adding photos, stickers, magazine cut-outs, or drawings. ?? Coloring to make the book even more unique ! Dad will treasure this
book and appreciate that you spent time to make him a loving gift! The book is very easy to fill and takes very little time. Once finished it will
be a great memory book for your Papa, for any special occasion : Father's Day Grandparent's Day Valentine's Day Appreciation gift
Christmas ect... An Awesome Gift For an Awesome Dad! ? ? Click BUY NOW and get your copy TODAY ? !
Dad might not have a superhero mask or wear his pants outside his trousers, but his super snores can be heard a thousand miles away, he
tells super jokes and can even make super-scary monsters go away at bedtime.
My Mom Is Magical, featuring a magical unicorn, and My Dad Is Amazing?, featuring a mythical yeti, are joyful tributes to just how amazing
parents (and their kids!) are.
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An endearing celebration of dads who are young at heart Just in time for Father's Day, this playful book follows four father-child pairs as they
spend happy, silly times together, popping bubble wrap and watching cartoons and taking part in shoppingcart races. These are dads who
aren't worried about looking goofy or getting their hair wet - dads who still remember what it's like to be little. Don't be fooled. They may look
like grown-ups on the outside, But underneath they're just like you . . . Kids!

Family Life Series Book 6 Who needs a superhero when you have your dad? Written in beautiful rhyme this is an
excellent story that honors all fathers in the world. Explore girls's bond with her dad and his incredible superpowers:
*Have awesome piggy back rides with daddy *Dad can gobble up monsters because they taste like cookies *Dad
survives his girl finger painting and makeover sessions *He's always there for all situations from scraped knees to broken
hearts Here's what readers are already saying about this amazing children's book: "A sweet reminder of how much our
kids look up to us as their parents."-- Helen "This is one of the kids books that are so incredible you just need to share
them with everyone" -- Steve "A cute baby book! Talks about all the ways that dads are special, no matter what they do"
-- Jenny "My 3 years old loved it! " -- Amanda And *Cute illustrations with nice rhyming story *Not too long, grabs kid's
attention *Perfect gift for dads and daughters GET IT NOW and get the ebook for FREE!! Add this picture book to your
cart and ENJOY!
AN EXTRAORDINARILY RESONANT AND PROPHETIC COLLECTION OF SPECULATIVE SHORT FICTION FOR
OUR TECH-SAVVY ERA BY DEBUT AUTHOR ALEXANDER WEINSTEIN Children of the New World introduces
readers to a near-future world of social media implants, memory manufacturers, dangerously immersive virtual reality
games, and alarmingly intuitive robots. Many of these characters live in a utopian future of instant connection and
technological gratification that belies an unbridgeable human distance, while others inhabit a post-collapse landscape
made primitive by disaster, which they must work to rebuild as we once did millennia ago. In “The Cartographers,” the
main character works for a company that creates and sells virtual memories, while struggling to maintain a real-world
relationship sabotaged by an addiction to his own creations. In “Saying Goodbye to Yang,” the robotic brother of an
adopted Chinese child malfunctions, and only in his absence does the family realize how real a son he has become.
Children of the New World grapples with our unease in this modern world and how our ever-growing dependence on new
technologies has changed the shape of our society. Alexander Weinstein is a visionary new voice in speculative fiction
for all of us who are fascinated by and terrified of what we might find on the horizon.
"What does it look like to be a hero to your family?" Many men start just fine on their journey as a husband and dad. But
there comes a time in their marriage and family life when they need help to become the man, the husband, and the dad
God designed them to be. In Super Husband, Super Dad, author and speaker Tim Shoemaker shows you how to
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become your family's hero. You'll discover that following God's principles for marriage and parenting brings great
rewards, taking you places you've never gone before. And when you follow God's ways, you make the way smoother for
the ones you love. It's time to shift into a higher gear. You can become the hero your family needs, and Tim will come
alongside to encourage you and show you how.
Read at Home is a series designed for young beginner readers. It contains vocabulary repetition and gradual progression
within each level, from Book A to Book C. Level 2 is for children starting to read - those children who can recognise a few
words by sight, can use pictures to read simple sentences and who know some initial letter sounds.
My two super dads say I'm a gift and that they love me heaps, that's why they always tell me I'm theirs...for keeps...
A heartwarming celebration of the special relationship between a father and daughter from Instagram sensation Soosh.
Whether they're playing make-believe, making you smile, or warding off monsters under the bed, dads are always there
when you need them. Debut picture book artist Soosh celebrates fathers with a gorgeously illustrated and moving story
about the parent-child bond. When Soosh first posted her initial series of images of a larger-than-life father and his
adorable daughter on Instagram, fans from across the world immediately took notice with over 2 million views on a
popular viral content website in a single week. These illustrations now come together in a universally relatable story of
familial love for parents and children to share.
'My Dad's name is Haley. She used to be a he but now she is a she! Last year she did this thing called transition. She
grew her hair long, painted her nails in bright colours and started wearing different clothes.' When Mini's cousin
accidentally misgenders her dad Haley, Mini explains why misgendering is hurtful and why we need to treat trans people
with respect. Mini speaks with confidence about transitioning and gender identity, and helps to educate and empower
others with trans relatives or friends. This brightly illustrated book for children aged 3 - 7 will aid discussion with children
about a loved one transitioning or about trans people in general. Featuring a child with a dad who has transitioned, this
book passes on an important message about acceptance and respect, and covers pronouns, dysphoria, family diversity
and misgendering.
It's time for serious family fun! Get ready to take playtime to the next level with Dad's Book of Awesome Projects! Inside,
you;ll find step-by-step instructions and photographs detailing projects so imaginative and fun, no one will complain about
turning off the TV. From wooden "swords" to slay the most vicious of dragons to circus stilts that will send you soaring to
new heights, these projects are sure to spark everyone's creative spirit. And the fun doesn't stop there! This book shows
you and your kids how to build: Comic book shoes Rope swings Homemade goo slime Eggshell cupcakes Ol'-fashioned
fruit crate scooter Best of all, each of these activities can be tossed together with items around the house or with
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inexpensive supplies from the hardware store. With 25 DIY projects and crafts, Dad's Book of Awesome Projects will
reveal just how awesome it is to be a dad!
English Dutch bilingual children's book. Perfect for kids learning English or Dutch as their second language. Jimmy the
little bunny doesn’t start off knowing how to ride a two-wheeler bike like his big brothers. In fact, sometimes he gets
teased for it. When Dad shows Jimmy how not to be afraid to try something new, that’s when the fun begins.
This exciting early reader, based on the animated film, Despicable Me, from Universal Studios, follows aspiring "world's
greatest villain" Gru on his quest for universal domination...until his plan hits an unexpected snag. Lively illustrations and
simple, engaging text provide a terrific learning experience in this story about the power of family.
You're probably wondering why we're trying to be so quiet. Well there's a reason. A really BIG reason. He's standing over
there--no--to your right--no, THROUGH the fence. Yes, on the other side of the big, nasty looking security fence that is
literally shaking because of electric jolts. Yes, him. He's pretty scary looking, right? He's got to be six five, and he's got
the face of a serial murderer. It's all sharp and needing shaved. And that whole skin tight prison body suit thing--it's really
not fashionable at all, I admit. What? Why's he got a streak of white in his hair? Well, see, that's why we're here. He's a
super villain. So why is an innocent little freshman like me and her annoying twin brother sneaking peeks at him through
a prison fence? Well... He's our father. At least, that's what we think.
Oh My Gods!, the first in a new middle grade graphic novel series, reads as if Raina Telgemeier and Rick Riordan
teamed up to write a comic, and offers a fresh and funny spin on Greek mythology. When an average girl moves to Mt.
Olympus, she discovers her new classmates are gods and mythological creatures are actually real—as if junior high isn't
hard enough! Karen is just an average thirteen-year-old from New Jersey who loves to play video games with her friends
and watch movies with her mom. But when she moves to Greece to live with her eccentric, mysterious father, Zed,
suddenly everything she thought about herself—about life—is up in the air. Starting a new school can be difficult, but
starting school at Mt. Olympus Junior High, where students are gods and goddesses, just might take the cake. Especially
when fellow classmates start getting turned to stone. Greek mythology . . . a little less myth, a little more eek! And if
Karen’s classmates are immortal beings, who does that make her?
Is your Daddy Super Cool? Let's celebrate the reasons you love your Dad this Father's Day (or any other day of the year,
special or ordinary) with this lovely gift book addressed from a child, no matter how small or big! This colorful and bright
notebook consists of 9 reasons to say why you think your Dad is super cool with a bit of description for every one of
them. To make it more personalized, there is additional space at the end to sign your name. The reasons are: You keep
me safe You are very funny! You care for me You are always honest You believe in me You are helpful You are my best
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friend! Your hugs are..the biggest and warmest You love us Your Father will treasure this book as a keepsake in years to
come! Features: - 24 pages - Size: 6x 9inches (roughly A5 size) - Inside message included - Glossy cover finish - Space
to sign the card on the last page If you like this book, please leave a review. All reviews are welcome and much
appreciated. Thank you!
Celebrate the love between a dad and child in this charming picture book about showing dad that you care. The perfect
gift to surprise dad with on Father's Day! So you want to surprise your dad? You’re in luck! The pages of this book are
full of tips on how to become a super dad surpriser, including tips for things you can make, do, or find—just for your dad.
Be sure to read up on: · Yummy treats and presents for a dad · What to do if he starts getting suspicious · How to prepare
for the big moment (where to hide everyone, and how to practice whispering “Surprise!”) From the author-illustrator team
behind the New York Times bestselling HOW TO... series comes an adorable, funny, surprising celebration of dads! The
fun doesn't stop! Check out more HOW TO... picture books: How to Babysit a Grandpa How to Babysit a Grandma How
to Catch Santa How to Get Your Teacher Ready How to Raise a Mom How to Read to a Grandma or Grandpa
In rhyming text, a little girl expresses confidence and joy in her uniqueness, no matter her outward appearance.
A child describes his father--who closely resembles Superman.
"Your go-to gift for new fathers." — Dave Ramsey, New York Times bestselling author, motivational speaker, and radio
host Whether you know it or not, if you're a dad, you’e a hero— that's the message of bestselling author and pediatrician
Meg Meeker. Even if you're struggling with all the demands of fatherhood, let Dr. Meeker reassure you: every man has it
within him to be the hero father his children need. With simple step-by-step instructions and drawing on long
experience—including her work with the NFL's Fatherhood Initiative—Dr. Meeker shows you how to be the father you want
to be and your children need you to be. Discover why fathers are even more important to their children than their mothers
are; why your children want you to be their hero—even if their relationship with you has been strained or distant; and
secrets that can help divorced dads, widowed dads, and stepfathers maintain—or rebuild—a strong relationship with their
children As Dr. Meeker writes, "If you want what is best for your children—if you want what is best for you—you should
strive to be a hero father. In this book, I hope to show you how."
“Look! There in the playground -- with the stroller and diaper bag! It's Superdad! Yes, it's Superdad—the most involved
fathers in American history. And with this careful, compassionate and also critical group portrait, Gayle Kaufman has
finally told their story. If you think men aren't changing—or if you think they somehow get neutered if they are
changing—you need to read this book.”—Michael Kimmel, author of Guyland In an age when fathers are spending more
time with their children than at any other point in the past, men are also facing unprecedented levels of work-family
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conflict. How do fathers balance their two most important roles—that of father and that of worker? In Superdads, Gayle
Kaufman captures the real voices of fathers themselves as they talk about their struggles with balancing work and family
life. Through in-depth interviews with a diverse group of men, Kaufman introduces the concept of “superdads”, a group
of fathers who stand out by making significant changes to their work lives in order to accommodate their families. They
are nothing like their fathers, “old dads” who focus on their traditional role as breadwinner, or even some of their peers,
so-called “new dads” who work around the increasing demands of their paternal roles without really bucking the system.
In taking their family life in a completely new direction, these superdads challenge the way we think about long-held
assumptions about men’s role in the family unit. Thought-provoking and heartfelt, Superdads provides an overview of an
emerging trend in fatherhood and the policy solutions that may help support its growth, pointing the way toward a future
society with a more feasible approach to the work-family divide.
On a day when everything goes wrong for him, Alexander is consoled by the thought that other people have bad days
too.
Teach your children the power of Kindness, one of the most important skills a child can learn. Are you one of 90 percent
of parents, saying that their top priorities for their kids is to be caring? This makes sense: Kindness and concern for
others are held as moral virtues in nearly every society and every major religion. The best social-emotional learning
(SEL) book for raising kind children. This charming story with peaceful rhymes and colorful illustrations will explain to
your child that it is okay to make a mistake and say I'm sorry. Lucas will teach your child good manners and positive
behaviour at home, at school, in the store, and on the playground. Kids learn best by example. With the perfect
examples, this book offers, your child will have more understanding for others, accept diversity, thrive in a multicultural
and inclusive environment, and show more empathy. Throughout the story, little superhero Lucas will learn what
kindness means and understand what it is like to be kind, sensitive, caring, and generous. Awards & Recognition #1
Amazon Bestseller in Children's Books on Manners (UK) #1 Amazon Bestseller in Children's Books on Tolerance (UK)
Updated on September 2020 Practice Random Acts of Kindness. Also included are Acts of Kindness Cards to promote
empathy and kindness. --- Kindness is something you can quickly learn: when you give and ask for nothing in return.
Helping others is the least you can do. If you are kind, kindness will come back to you. --- "Kindness is my Superpower"
is the first book from My Superpower Series - the growth mindset books for kids, suitable for all ages. We warmly
recommend it to parents, teachers, and anyone who works with children.
In trouble with their principal because of their comic books, George and Harold decide to create a new epic novel.
Perfect for fans of Pixar's The Incredibles, Almost Super is a fresh, funny middle grade adventure about two brothers in a
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family of superheroes who must find a way to be heroic despite receiving powers that are total duds. Filled with humor,
heart, and just the right kind of heroics, Almost Super is a winning story that will satisfy would-be heroes and regular kids
alike. Everyone over the age of twelve in the Bailey family gets a superpower. No one knows why, and no one questions
it. All the Baileys know is that it's their duty to protect the world from the evil, supervillainous Johnson family. *shake fists*
But when Rafter Bailey and his brother Benny get their superpowers, they're, well . . . super-lame. Rafter can strike
matches on polyester, and Benny can turn his innie belly button into an outie. Along with Rafter's algebra class nemesis,
Juanita Johnson, Rafter and Benny realize that what they thought they knew about superheroes and supervillains may be
all wrong. And it's up to the three of them to put asides their differences and make things right. They may not have great
powers, but together, they're almost super.
Superhero DadCandlewick Press
Join little Kate as her mom tells her about all of the things that make her dad such a great person - and why she chose
him... just for them.
A boy determines his father does not have super powers, but with all the time they spend together he is indeed a hero.
A boy compares his father, a U.S. soldier, to a superhero.
Are you looking for a unique, personalized ,make your own gift for your dad? Look no further. Book has about 50 prompted fill in the blanks
about dad. A few are You are super awesome because you _____________ Our favorite thing to do together is _______________ You
taught me how to _____________ And many more Book size is 8.25 by 6 inches / 20.96 x 15.24 cm. Prompts are fun and easy to fill by kids.
Books are very easy to fill and takes very little time. Once finished it will be a great memory book for the dad. Father's Day Grandparent's Day
Valentine's Day Appreciation gift for any day Grandpa fill in the blank book Christmas And for any type of occasions Perfect gift for the perfect
dad!
All dads are wonderful - but none is as special as your very own!A warm and funny book for kids who love their dads.
?Looking for a perfect gift for Father's day? ?Look no further this heartwarming book will definitely make this holiday a blast for Fathers. This
Book has 31 unique prompted fill in the blanks about dad. A few are Dad is the best because _____________ I really love my dad when he
_______________ 5 things I love about dad_____________ And many more Pages have enough space for : ?? Writing down any thoughts.
?? Adding photos, stickers, magazine cut-outs, or drawings. ?? Coloring to make the book even more unique! Prompts are fun and easy to fill
by kids. Books are very easy to fill and takes very little time. Once finished it will be a great memory book for the dad. Father's Day
Grandparent's Day Valentine's Day Appreciation gift for any day Daddy fill in the blank book Christmas And for any type of occasions Perfect
gift for the perfect dad!
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